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Geometric Reasoning. By 0. Kapur and J.L. Mundy, eds. MIT Press, London, Un 
Kingdom, 1989, Price f24.75 (paperback), ISBN O-262-6-1058-2. 
This is a set of papers which appeared in a special volume of the journal Art@&/ 
Intelligence9 with three additional papers. This volume demonstrates clearly that 
Geometric Reasoning is not a subject purely connected with Artificial Intelligence, 
but has a very large mathematical component. The volume is divided into four 
broad sections: ‘*Automated Geometric Reasoning and Geometric Reasoning,** 
“Robotics and Motion Planning,*’ l ‘ Machine Vision” and “Solid Modelling.” 
This volume provides a good ovetview of the state of the art. One addition should 
be noted: Kutzbeis paper (‘Careful Algebraic Translations of Geometric 
Theorems,” in: tieedings SYfUSAC-89 (ACM, New York, 1989), pp. 254-263) 
updates the state of the art in the dgehaic statement of geometric theorems. This 
is important, since the major thrust of the first section of this book is that it is 
desirable to translate geometric statements into algebraic statements, and to solve 
the algebraic problem by algebraic methods, either Buchberger’s algorithm or Wu’s 
method. 
There is a word of caution that must be sounded. Both Buchberger’s algorithm 
and ‘. 1% method prove theorems over the complex coordinate field, whiIe applica- 
tions typically require theorems true over the reals. The two are not the same: the 
following statement is true over the reals, but not over the complexes: “given nine 
points in the plane such that, on the line through any two of them, there is a third 
point, then these nine points must all lie on the same straight line.” There is o& 
one family of algorithms that can prove theorems over the reals: Collins’ ‘*cylindrical 
algebraic decomposition” method (see Amon’s paper). This is typically much more 
expensive than Buchberger’s algorithm or Wu*s method. 
The clear message of this book is that real-life problems, in vision, robotics, 
mechanical computer-aided design and so on, will benefit front. ‘he use uf ZC%;! ;~es 
from mathematics. 
This is not to say that such benefits will be trivial to realise, nor that all problems 
will have computationally realistic solutions. Fortunately the papers in this book 
represent a good balance between the euphoric discoveries of new techniques and 
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the pragmatic knowledge that the real world is never as simple as the mathematical 
model. For instance, there is an excellent paper on error detection and recovery for 
robot motion planning in the presence of uncertainty, which regards motion planning 
with k degrees of freedom and I degrees as being equivalent to motion planning 
with k +I degrees of freedom, albeit with an unusual set of physical laws. There 
are also papers on tolerancing, uncertain geometry and geometric reasoning in the 
presence of numerical error. 
To illustrate the point about computational complexity. let li be the number of 
degrees of freedom and n the number of constraints in a robot motion planning 
probIem. For example, when planning the motions of a rod moving in two- 
dimensional space among polygonal obstacles, k = 3 (the x and _V coordinates of 
one end of the rod, and the angle of the rod) and n is the total number of vertices 
sf :tie polygons. Most robot motion planning algorithms have a worst-case running 
tke that is polynomial in n, but exponential, or even doubly exponential. in k. 
Lower bound results. showing that this behaviour is inherent in the problem. have 
been proved for many particular problems (see p. 160 for an excellent discussion 1. 
The rod problem of the previous paragl;aph has been the subject of many studies. 
The first resulted in a O(n') algorithm requiring fifty journal pages to describe, 
analyse and prove correct. Subsequent studies culminated first in a O( n' log n) 
worst-case time, and then in an algorithm whose utvruge running time can be much 
less: all in less than five years. 
The reviewer has only a couple of minor quibbles with the accuracy of this work. 
The statement on page 158, line 23, that “[The robot motion planning problem] is 
equivalent to the problem of calculating the path-connected components of the 
space [of all free positions of the body]” is false. If one knew all the components 
Iwhatever that means), then the robot motion planning problem is equivalent to a 
constructive exhibition of the fact that the initial and final positions are in the same 
z::$nnected componetlt. But St is certainly not necessary to “know” all the connected 
components of the space, or indeed even to know all of the connected components 
in which the positions lie, any more than it is necessary to understand the Southern 
Region network of British Rail to prove that Edinburgh is train-connected to 
Glasgow. In the “connected regions of configuration space” paradigm, it is sufficient 
to run a connectness-exploring algorithm like the ink-blot algorithm, possibly with 
heuristics from spatial information, on a irrzy representation of configuration space, 
in which a cell is not constructed until it is queried. 
Figure 1 on page 17 gives a rather misleading impression of the retatiorr ;‘a+ 
Between “hypothesis” hi, “conclusion” c and *‘subsidiary condition“ di. Their 
diagram illustrates the situation 
whereas the true requirement is 
(C =O)~n{hi=O&di#O}- 
These are minor quibbles, and this book is heartily recommended to anyone 
wishing to see what the algebraic view of geometric reasoning can now (1986) do. 
J.H. DAVENPORT 
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Sqfiware Design and Protot_vping Using me too. By H. Alexander and V. Jones. 
Prentice-Hall, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1989, Price f 17.95 (paper- 
ba,ck), ISBN 0-13-820259-l. 
Over the last five years prototyping has received a very good press. We now have 
a wide variety of tools available for the development of an early version of a software 
system: tool-sets such as UNIX, state transition processors, very high-level languages 
such as SETL, and so-called fourth generation languages; we even know how to 
manage prototyping projects-after a fashion. 
However, one approach which tends to get forgotten in the general hyperbole is 
the executable specification approach. The theory behind this is simple: if the 
specification of a system can be made executable, then the developer has very little 
work to do in deriving a prototype. This approach is limited to specification languages 
with a precise semantics-which eliminates almost 95% of such languages. However, 
formal notations such as those associated with development methods such as z and 
VDM are a good candidate for this approach. 
This book describes a technique for prototyping based on the me too language. 
This is a throw-away prototyping language which has been derived from the construc- 
tive parts of the VDM notation. It is divided into three sections: an introduction, a 
description of the main facilities of me too and a section which contains some 
excellent case studies of the use of me too. 
The book has some weaknesses. The major weakness is that little guidance is 
given on how to integrate the me too technique with conventional formal methods 
of software development; for example, is me too meant as a front-end to a formal 
method in which a throw-away prototype is constru&y G, -L! !h?rr 2 mti:-~ implicit 
specification retrieved from the me too source code-a specification 4C5 is then 
used to derive the formal development process. 
Another weakness is that the authors do not describe how their notation and 
technique differs from the use of a functional language for prototyping. 14 third 
weakness is that there is no discussion about the relevance of me too for evolutionary 
development. The authors have taken a strict phase-oriented view of the development 
process, and used throw-away prototyping as their model. Unfortunately, reality is 
